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Mike Peters Mike is a Data Hub Technical Support Engineer in the Operations Section of the National Earth 

and Marine Observations Branch at Geoscience Australia. Geoscience Australia are the primary 

consortium partner responsible for the Copernicus Australasia Regional Data Hub. Mike has over 

20 years’ experience in the Satellite EO industry and is passionate about working with colleagues, 

partners and clients to apply and advance Remote Sensing technology. He has a Bachelor of 

Science (Mathematics, Hons) and a Master of Information Technology for good grounding. Mike 

will be available during the webinar to answer questions. 

Jess is an Analyst and Project Manager at FrontierSI. She is super organised and thrives on getting 

high quality, useful things done – especially if those things have a positive impact for society and the 

environment. With a Bachelor of Engineering (Geomatics, Hons) and a Bachelor of Geography from 

Melbourne University, Jess enjoys researching and analysing complex spatial data and unstructured 

aspatial information. She then clearly communicates outcomes in technical documents, workshops 

and webinars so they make sense for clients and partners. Jess put together the training material for 

the Copernicus Australasia Regional Data Hub on behalf of Geoscience Australia and is delivering it 

via workshops and this webinar.   

Caitlin is a Data Scientist at FrontierSI. She is a deeply creative thinker with a passion for solving the 

complex problems humanity faces. Her deep desire to understand the world around her led her to 

study physics during her Bachelor of Science (Hons) at the University of Queensland. She then kicked 

it up a notch by trying to understand the universe as a whole during her PhD at Swinburne University 

of Technology. Depending on the weather, you can find her sketching and painting Melbourne’s 

delightful and varied architecture or curled up inside with a great book. As a data scientist, she looks 

for interesting ways to extract insights from the wealth of satellite data available, as well as new ways 

to support the community to do the same. Caitlin put together the technical components of the training 

material for the Copernicus Australasia Regional Data Hub on behalf of Geoscience Australia and is 

helping deliver it via workshops and this webinar. 

Alla is the Director of Data Enabling Services in the Operations Section of the National Earth and 

Marine Observations Branch at Geoscience Australia. Geoscience Australia are the primary 

consortium partner responsible for the Copernicus Australasia Regional Data Hub. With over 20 

years’ experience in the public sector, Alla has lead various sections within Geoscience Australia in 

areas of remote sensing operations, decision support systems and business intelligence. She has a 

Bachelor of Land Information (Hons) and Master of Applied Science (by research) in Remote Sensing 

and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) from RMIT University. Her drive and passion in spatial 

sciences was sparked during her university days, she is excited to see how spatial information has 

become so integral in our everyday lives. She would love to see this go a step further enabling 

humans to see their impact on their own environments, through mapping their consumer patterns and 

use of energy. Alla will present the background of the Copernicus Australasia Regional Data Hub and 

be available during the webinar to answer questions. 


